ServiceNow® Health and Safety Testing

Identify affected employees to help prevent outbreaks in the workplace

As organizations plan to reopen, the challenges around how employers intend to protect their employees and prevent the transmission of COVID-19 in the workplace is top-of-mind. People who are experiencing symptoms should not be in the office or interacting with customers, and employers should closely monitor their symptoms once they are identified. Screening for infection and symptoms will play a critical role in reducing the chance of resurgence of cases, and many employers have raised questions of how to make this process work efficiently.

The ServiceNow Health and Safety Testing app streamlines the employee health testing process to identify affected employees and help reduce the spread of infectious diseases in the workplace. The solution provides employers, where they are legally required or permitted to do so, with two options: request employees to get tested, or allow employees to request optional health testing upon being notified of potential exposure to an infectious disease, such as COVID-19. Employees can submit health testing preferences, like test type and preferred testing date and location. Administrators can use the employees’ request forms to coordinate testing availability and scheduling. After health testing is complete, employees can use Health and Safety Testing to indicate a test result and satisfy the employer’s health and safety requirement, clearing the employee for a safe return to the workplace.

Health and Safety Testing is part of a suite of ServiceNow® Safe Workplace applications and can be used in coordination to help organization prepare its workforce and workplaces and resume operations after emergencies and pandemics like COVID-19.
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